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hopefully the first of many in the rain forest.
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insects closely, we can learn a lot. The value of insects is becoming more and more recognized.

,

Environmental

Education) area of the southern Maya Mountain region in Belize is a largely

to visit. Being exposed to the beauty of nature and its many awesome forms of life at a very young

•

interests in the younger generation is crucial for protecting our earth in the long run. Wildlife is
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something we can't afford to lose, especially as habitats are being destroyed so quickly. I am lucky
to have the opportunity to work and study in a pristine rain forest such as the one at BFREE. My
grandchildren might not be so lucky.

Background
The Belize Foundation for Research and Environmental Education (BFREE), founded in
December of 1994, owns a 1153 acre parcel of land located along the edge of the Bladen River
southeast of Forest Hill in the Toledo District of Belize. The area is also bounded by Deep River
Forest Reserve, Bladen Nature Reserve, Cockscomb Basin Wildlife Sanctuary and Maya Mountain
Forest Reserve [see appendix 2.]
The development of BFREE currently consists of two camps. One by the river consists of
open air thatches for guests. The thatches connect via trail and old logging road to the main camp,
consisting of a thatch kitchen, organic garden, and manager's house. Future development hopes to
include a bunk house, wash house, private research cabins, trail systems, biogas latrine, orchard,
living museum, bridge, lookout tower, and canopy walkways (Marlin, 1995: p.11).
The goals of BFREE include encouraging and promoting the scientific study of the wildlife
sanctuary and surrounding reserves as well as offering envimnmental

education programs to

Belizeans and students from abroad. The area of land oWned by BFREE is the perfect place to fulfill
these goals.
BFREE has various trails leading around its property which I used during my study, mostly
old hunting trails. The area I focused on was the fifty acre piece of land in the north\vest corner of

My strong fascination with the vibrant life of the'rain forest is the driving force behind my

•

useful entomological project is the fruition of a childhood dream and hopefully the first of many
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experiences in the rain forest. The variety of insects I found at BFREE was tremendous.

This

variety, as well as the amazing facts and characteristics of the diverse insect world enthralls me.

Methodolol:)'
This project required a tremendous amount of work. Almost every free minute was spent
hiking (in search of insects), pinning, writing, or drawing the insects.
The hikes took places at all times of day as well as night. Various collecting methods were
used. A butterfly net was essential on hikes. I also used jars and small plastic collecting containers.
I never traveled anywhere, even to meals, without my butterfly net and my backpack with collecting
equipment. Many nice specimens were collected at strange and unexpected times.
Butterflies and moths were quickly killed with a firm pinch to the bottom of the thorax and
placed in special waxed paper envelopes. The envelopes need to be kept in a rigid case to prevent
bending. It took a while to develop the best technique for catching a butterfly and quickly examining
it for flaws, before removing it from the net without damaging it at alL
Upon return to camp; other insects were killed in a killing jar with a layer of absorbent tissue
soaked with poison and covered with plastic gauze and an airtigh! lid. I made several ofthese jars
of different sizes.
Pitfall traps were placed at various locations and checked regularly. These were large tin
containers that were dug into the ground with the lip at ground level and baited with either dog food,
beef, fish head, or rotting fruit.
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Bowls were placed at various locations and checked regularly. They were placed on stumps,
on the ground, and in sunny clearings. They were baited with either sugar water, honey, or rotting
fruit.
A white sheet was hung near the house with an incandescent tube light above it which was
left on all night. This was checked as regularly as possible at night as well as first thing in the
morning.
Sweeping the net back and forth through the grass was another collecting technique.
While collecting, I examined various habitats, including swamp, river banks, creeks, cohune
ridge, road, trails, and other forest areas. One day I might be forging through the river up to my
waist chasing dragonflies and butterflies, and the next day I might be hiking through dense shaded
jungle, carefully turning over logs and examining each leaf, stem, tree trunk, and the ground, as well
as watching the air for signs of flight.
The typical day of work began at dawn. Rising shortly after six, I washed, checked the
insects that were collected the night before, recorded the temperature, and walked to the house to
check the sheet. After collecting the insects on the sheet and the plants in the near vicinity, I checked
the bowls and pitfall traps and went to breakfast. After breakfast I would hike, usually for three or
four hours.

Returning with the insects, I would put them in the killing jars and write my

observations of the morning in my work journal. After lunch I wQuld check the bowls again, record
the ~temperature, and go on another hike. Again before' dinner, I would sort out the insects I had
collected and write field notes. After dinner I usually turned on the insect light and relaxed for a
while, perhaps playing a little ping pong under the house, checking the sheet regularly. After this,
I would take a night hike, sometimes spending two or three hours carefully scouring ilie trail or road

on the way back to my thatch, or sometimes hiking one of the other trails or canoeing up the river.
I recorded the temperature again before preparing the insects and going to sleep.
Often I would skip one of these morning or afternoon hikes, or simply cut it short. In place
of this, I would work on pinning the insects, writing in my workjoumal (including records of rainfall
and mosquito abundance), or drawing the insects.
The pinning and preparation of the insects was delicate and time consuming work. After
being killed in the jars, the insects were removed with forceps. Some were placed in tupperware
containers with moth balls and packets of desiccant to dry them out. Some were immediately pinned
on styrofoam while the joints were still soft and then placed in tupperware with desiccant to dry.
The legs, antennae, and sometimes wings were spread with pins and often the help of forceps.
Insects that were dried before pinning were placed overnight in tupperware with a wet T-shirt to be
'relaxed'. They were then pinned as usual in the morning. For butterflies and moths, strips of index
card were used to pin out the wings without damaging them. A groove was cut in the styrofoam to
fit their bodies into so that their wings would not lie backwards at an angle. The strips were laid flat
over each wing with pins holding tightly at each end to hold the wings in place after forceps or the
ball end of a pin was used to gently coax the wing up into position.
The cases were prepared with insects in clusters by order. Pieces of styrofoam were glued
to hold the pins in place. Containers with moth balls and desiccant were placed in the containers to
preserve the collection for a long time. The cases were' sealed along cracks and the lining of the
glass with silicone gel for ultimate protection.
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blood circulation, but instead gas exchange takes place directly at the cells through these

Other typical definitions of insects include six legs (meaning spiders, ticks, mites, scorpions,
millipedes and centipedes are not insects) and wings. In fact they are the only invertebrates with
wings.

Insects are members of class Insecta, which is a smaller part of phylum Arthropoda

(including arachnids and crustaceans.)

They are further classified and broken down into order,

family, genus, and species.
Insects are also cold blooded, and so are greatly affected by external temperatures.

This

helps explain seasonality of insects. This also explains why most insects I found were either out in
the heat of the day or were specialized to be nocturnal. Collecting around dawn or dusk usually was
not as successful.
There are two general life cycles of insects. Some emerge from eggs as miniature adults and
must moult their ectoskeleton and form a new one as they grow into adults.

These include

grasshoppers, mantids, cockroaches, termites, and homopterans. I observed this process once on the
underside of the wooden stairs at the house. An insect had just emerged from its old ectoskeleton
which still stuck to the wood next to it. The body was soft and white and it waited weakly and
patiently for its new armor to harden.
Most insects, however, undergo a spectacular metamorphosis.

They emerge from eggs as

caterpillars, maggots, grubs, or some form of larva. They feed and grow until they mature enough
to pupate. Eventually they re-emerge as an adult, remarkably different in appearance. The adults
do ~ot grow and often live and feed in very different habitats from the immature larvae.
When I first arrived at BFREE, there was already a beautiful red, yellow, and black bug
waiting for me. It did not take long to realize the amazing diversity of insects that live here.
Although identification of species were close to impossible with my weak entomologic~l background

and a distinct lack of identification resource material, here is a breakdown of the insects I studied
by order.

Order Odonata: Dragonflies & Damselflies
This ancient order dates back 300 million years. The easy distinction between dragonflies
and damselflies is that dragonflies rest with their wings horizontally to the sides, and damselflies rest
with their wings raised vertically. The most common types of dragonfly are skimmers and darners,
both of which I observed. The darners have long slender bodies, while the skimmers have bodies
shorter than the wingspan. Members of this order were very abundant in the BFREE area.
Habitat & Collecting
Dragonflies and damselflies are very interesting in that their immature stage is aquatic,
feeding on other insects. Because of this, the adults are commonly found near water. The red
skimmers were extremely common, particularly on the old logging road near the river.

They

patrolled up and down the road, flashing their bright red abdomens in the air as they darted in
different directions with incredible agility.
Walking down the Bladen was a sure way to find these creatures.

Damselflies and

dragonflies of all sizes and colors played along the vegetation by the side of the river. The colors
are magnificent, often bright green, blue, red, yellow, or purple ..
My most impressive find of this order was a huge damselfly in the clearing by the kitchen.
Its wingspan measured fifteen centimeters, and its body extended a whopping thirteen centimeters.
I caught it in the net, but then had some difficulty because I had no idea how to handle it or kill it.
It was my first Odonata, and I couldn't kill it the same way as a butterfly. They als'o bite. In my

i

I never directly observed any predation, but made some interesting observations. I often saw
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antennae, some extending at least two or three times as long as the body. This extra length must help

reali~ed that it was the exact size and shape of the piece or a leaf cut by a wee-wee ant. Perhaps this

dwell on the ground among the dead leaves during the day. I only found them at night,• sticking out

conspicuously on their green leafy perches.
I observed some grasshoppers during the day that appeared very brown and drab in color.
They blended perfectly with the ground, but upon disturbance, took flight, displaying bright colorful
wings. Some were red and some blue. Perhaps this has to do with mating, but is probably some sort
of warning sign to predators.
Their other defenses include their powerful jumping legs and flight.
Feeding
I often observed grasshoppers feeding at night. They are sloppy eaters and leave ragged
edges on leaves, often leaving pieces dangling off. They eat up to their own weight in food a day
(Stiling, 1986: p.13). I observed one defecating on a leaf at night. It was a long laborious process.
It slowly curled its abdomen downwards, pushing its curved scythe shaped ovipositor (meaning it
was a female) around until it pointed forward. As it defecated a greenish slime, it very slowly and
methodically dragged its abdomen along the leaf to clean itself. I would guess that this slow process
is an effort to maintain camouflage. There are many predators waiting at night to see any movement.
Even the dropping of faeces onto a lower leaf could mean death.
Many times at night I observed large spiders feeding on grasshoppers.

I have heard these

spiders called wolf spiders and also horse spiders. Often the grasshopper is larger than the spider.
Sometimes I've seen these spiders dangling from a thread on the bottom of a leaf at night with
spe~ialized legs ready to grab any passerby. I've also seen them catch a grasshopper by networking
the top of a leaf with sticky threads. When the grasshopper landed on the leaf, it was stuck and the
spider moved in for the kill.

The chirping noise produced by the males is used to attract females. I heard these noises
everywhere and at all times. At dusk and night especially these chirps can get almost deafening.
Only once did I actually see grasshoppers mating. It was a pair of cherry red grasshoppers.

They

were beautiful and had extremely long antennae. They were connected at the tip of the abdomen
with heads facing away from each other. They quickly parted as they became aware of my presence.

Cockroaches
Cockroaches of many kinds are very common around BFREE. Although they are frequent
denizens of the house and thatches, they live also in the forest, feeding on organic debris.
My second insect catch of the study was a giant co~kroach in the house, measuring eight
centimeters long (Blaborous colosseus). Cockroaches are noctumal and emerge from their crevices
at night. They can be seen all over the thatch roofs as well as flying around lights. They manage
to get into every bowl and hide under every piece of silverware. Simply moving the silverware tray,
I saw a cockroach, beetle, and small scorpion clustered together.
It is hard to look under anything in the forest and not find some species of cockroach. I
found quite a variety of species of all sizes. Some were reddish, some dark brown, some light brown
and spotted, and some were even green. Tuming dead leaves and especially searching in piles of
rottl~g cohune pieces always yielded cockroaches.
I didn't observe any special defense, feeding, or mating. What impresses me most about
cockroaches is that they can live in almost any environment, reproduce like crazy, and eat almost
anything, including cardboard.
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interesting since it was eating from the middle of the leaf rather than the edge like rrtost insects.

The first time I spotted a stick insect, I was very excited. It was actually a mating pair. The
male, a third of the size and much slenderer than the female, was mounted on top of her. His
.abdomen was curved down and had special appendages on its tip with which it grasped the female
in the right position.

Mantids
I have heard from people that have been at BFREE that there are quite a few bizarre mantids
there. I observed some, but I think that with a blacklight, I would have had much more success
locating them, especially the larger species.
Mantids are peculiar predators. Equipped with specialized spines on their front legs, they
can grasp and hold their prey while they slowly eat it alive. They have powerful mandibles and can
eat heavily armoured insects. Although I have seen larger ones in the United States feeding on
cicadas, the only mantids I observed at BFREE were quite small.
I observed a green mantis with red eyes that was on a cement column at night, presumably
attracted to the light or to the small insects that were attracted to the light. It was about two inches
long and quickly flew away as I attempted to catch it.
Another mantis I found was small and black, with a plump, squat abdomen. It was on the
kitchen table at night. I caught an insect on a leaf in the day that was very bizane. It appeared to
be a mantid, but also had characteristics of a stick insect. Its long spidery legs and thin body and
small head resembled a stick insect. However its front legs were raised with spikes like a praying
mantis.

/
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Habitat & Feeding
I observed bugs of many varieties.

They were not as abundant as some other orders of

insects, but each find was ~ery exciting. I found bugs during day and night, but perhaps more in the
day. The bugs were usually found on low leaves and vegetation. With the resources I had available,
my identification of the bugs was poor. I think that I found a few species of reduvid or assassin
bugs. These bugs have sharp mouth parts that stab their victim and suck the juices. Some species
bite people and transmit diseases such as Chaga's disease. All bugs have specialized mouth parts
for piercing and sucking. Some use them for predation, but most peacefully feed on plant sap.
Although I never observed them feeding, I noticed one of them seemed to be paying attention
to a small cluster of yellow cylindrical shapes in a wet puddle on a leaf. It stayed near them as it was
disturbed and hid under the leaf. I'm not sure whether it was a dropping with seeds in it which it was
feeding on or whether they were its eggs. I saw these clusters on other leaves. Apparently females
often stand guard over clutches of barrel shaped eggs (Stiling, 1986: p.21), so probably this is the

Defense
Some of the bugs I found secreted foul smelling substances. Some of these were stink bugs.
These were green with a broadened thorax with hornlike protuberances. There were a few varieties,
some with black and gold on their wings. For two straight nights,. about ten of them were attracted
to tEe sheet with the light. These stink bugs have a toxic defense, which can even asphyxiate
themselves in a closed container.
Some bugs used camouflage as a defense, although most displayed bright colors, probably
telling predators to beware of their chemical defense.

Order Homoptera:

Cicadas & Leafuoppers

This order is often classified with hemiptera. All homoptera have four membranous wings
and feed on plant sap.
Cicadas are a common inhabitant of the rain forest. However my study was not at the right
time of the year for these insects. During the dry season, cicada songs are heard all day and night
(pers.comm., Marlin, 1996). Unlike the thirteen or seventeen year life cycles in northern climates,
cicadas in the tropics emerge annually. The mature nymphs crawl out of the ground and up a tree
trunk before the adult flies off, leaving its empty shell clinging to the trunk. I found about a dozen
of these shells, mostly on trunks, but also on the underside oflow leaves.
Leafll0ppers are very common at BFREE. They are tiny insects usually, often hiding in
grasses and on the undersides of leaves. They suck plant sap and secrete honeydew from their anus,
which attracts ants, flies, and wasps. They flourished along the old logging road and the trails. A
simple sweeping of the net through tall grass yielded numerous smallleafhoppers.

The colors are

often magnificent, with bright speckles and stripes. Most of them are too small to preserve in a
collection and I never observed any special behaviors.
Along with these leafhoppers were a few treehoppers. These often have an elongated spike
near their head, resembling a thorn on a tree.
The most glorious and bizarre insect that BFREE area boasts is the peanut head bug, also
knoWn as alligator or lantern bug, which is also a homopteran. This magnificent specimen is an odd
and noteworthy insect. Ever since seeing one of these in a collection at Chaa Creek, it has been the
object of my desire. A few weeks prior to my study, a pair of these insects was observed regularly
in the morning on the trunk of a prickly yellow (pers.comm., Marlin, 1996). UnfortJnately during

.'

Many beetles, particularly bessbugs, were found in rotting logs and decaying cohune piles.
These bessbugs made a squeaking sound when I disturbed them (by rubbing toughened areas under
their wings across their b·acks). I also found many large white larvae in rotting wood, including
bessbug larvae, and presumably other species.
At night, beetles were found on leaves and sometimes attracted to lights.
Defense & Feeding
The main defense of beetles is their strong shell, some of which are much thicker than others.
This thick shell is a trade-off because it allows protection from being crushed by predators and crash
landings, but takes away the ability for agile flight.
Feeding in beetles varies greatly. I observed small beetles feeding on the edges ofleaves.
I also observed small red beetles feeding on white fungus at night. I returned to the same fungus on
another night and found different specimens of the same kind of beetle. Some species of beetle are
fast and predatory, such as one I found running on a log with extremely quick long legs, long
antennae and powerful mandibles [see title page drawing].
Weevils were the most common species of beetle I found. Their long slender snout has
elbowed antennae and is used to feed on sap. I often observed them sticking these snouts into the
base of flowers for the nectar. Some weevils were attracted to the rotting fruit in the bowls. I
watched one actually push the bowl off the stump. It looked like jt couldn't climb over the lip of the
bowl which jutted outward, and so it pushed it off, knocking the fruit on the ground!
Many beetles were caught overnight in pitfall traps. Fish heads worked as well as ground
beef. Dog food was very effective, yielding a couple dozen beetles each night. Most of these were
similar squat round plump black beetles. Their hind legs are elongated and curved ~ackwards into

an O. They appear perfect for rolling balls of dung. These beetles also reeked of dung.
Mating
I only observed mating once. One night I discovered two brightly irridescent golden striated
beetles on a tree trunk. One was larger and rounder than the other. I placed both in a container.
Fifteen minutes later back at my thatch, the two were mating. The smaller male was mounted on the
female and a long wide fleshy part extended from the rear of his shell and into her. It resembled the
back of a snail.
I found a few weevils that carried tiny reddish-orange eggs on them. Some carried the eggs
on their underside, while one had clusters of eggs all over its belly and around the top of its head.
The clusters were so large on each side of the head, they looked like huge red eyes.
There were a few fireflies out each night, but not nearly as many as you see at the right time
of the year in n0l1hern climates. Their luminescence is probably used in mating, although some
females mimic patterns of other species and eat the males.
Miscellaneous
I found a few click beetles. These beetles can snap a joint violently in their body so that
when they are on their back, they can flip up. They continue to do this until they land right side up.
I found quite a few long horned beetles. These have amazingly long antennae relative to their
body and are usually striped with beautiful colors.
Another crushing defeat of the project was that I never observed any rhinoceros beetles, but
again, this is an example of seasonality.

I did find the shell of a very large beetle with a golden

velvety back. The horns were broken off its head and maggots were festering in its shell.

say"the botfly pins down a certain species of mosquito and lays an egg on its abdomen or proboscis .

eyes. According to him, one species is orange and one is black, and there is a larger •kind that lays

eggs on rotting flesh. I hit one of these flies and then saw a tiny white worm stuck to my hand,
exactly like a miniature beefworm!
About four days after leaving BFREE, I was elated to feel a sharp stinging pain in my right
tricep near my shoulder. I could see a small red bump, but didn't get too excited in case it was just
a pimple. But the next day, the intense buming pain came back, and the doubt crept out of my mind.
I had a beefworm! Now I am nurturing my beefworm, hoping to eventually pupate it into a botfly.
I am not sure how long I will last however, since there seems to be more than one worm in the same
hole and they keep hitting a nerve and also have caused the lymph node in my right armpit to
painfully swell up.
Botlass are small black flies with an annoying bite. The larvae filter feed in mountain
streams, and when I s\vum in some streams, I emerged covered with these tiny worms that resembled
little leeches.

The flies leave a nice welt with a red dot of blood in the center. The flies often

become so bloated with blood that they roll off and can't fly (hence the name bottleass).
Shortjackets were rather uncommon during my stay as well as doctor flies. Horseflies
occasionally gave me a nasty bite and were usually found near water. Apparently they are more
common during the dry season (pers.comm., Marlin, 1996).
Robber flies were seen noisily buzzing with fast jerky flights over dirt roads or sandy beach.
These hairy flies show themselves as formidable predators with sharp mouthparts and a violent
per~~nality. I caught one on the beach by the river with orange bristles and a huge thorax which
probably supplies their tremendous flying power. It brandished a long, dangerous looking mouthpart
and a strange bendable black thread coming out of the end of its abdomen which forked at the end
like a snake tongue. When I caught it in the net, it buzzed about with great fury.

noisily and 'curiously in the air around people before a movement would cause them to hurry away

..

similarly to the spider wasps.

• with sugar
legs behind them and flock around sugary food, especially honey. The bowls I prepared
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solution and with honey became quickly filled with a solid layer of drunken baymen. Sometimes
when their nests are approached by people, they fly out in great numbers and plant themselves in hair
and clothes until they are brushed out. Their haphazard flight and ability to get tangled in anything
give them their name. Although they don't bite or sting, I have heard a story of a man who got too
close to a nest. The baymen swarmed into his hair and before he knew it, large chunks of his hair
were falling out. The baymen had chewed off his hair, perhaps as some sort offood source. He was
left with bald patches on his head!
My observations of bees were rather limited. I saw some small honey bees as well as large
bees that hovered noisily around wooden beams. No bees are carnivorous.

Ants
Ants are incredibly common and diverse social insects. The species of ants in the tropics far
exceed those in temperate regions. They are long lived, workers often surviving for two years.
Ants don't construct cells for their larvae, but instead they are carried around by workers.
Disturbing ant nests always produced a mass activity of ants, and I observed many workers carrying
the white larvae and eggs quickly away to safety.
Wee-Wees
The wee-wee ants, also known as leaf cutter ants, were kings oLthe forest at BFREE, sharing the
thro'~e only with the termites. Some of the underground nests I found were huge, one of them twenty
feet wide, and the mounds of dirt piled high into the air. The mounds were sporadically omamented
with holes from which streams of ants could almost always be seen moving hastily in and out. These
ants carry a steady. flow of cut up leaves back into their nest. There it is chewed up a~d specialized

,

to get a bigger piece! There were also larger ants with oversized heads and mandibles that patrolled

,

Fire ants were a common and painful species to encounter. Sometimes I inadvertently placed

other homopterans and induce them to secrete their liquid sugar which they feed on~

,-

by cement posts.

•

reproductives, special winged termites that construct a nest and rear the first brood. As the first

workers mature from nymphs, they take over nest construction, nursing and foraging. They also feed
the royal pair with special salivary secretions.

The king and queen live as long as each other,

because the king must fertilize each egg. The soldiers have very large heads with strong mandibles,
and one species produces a fluid that repels ants, termites' natural enemy.
I observed their spherical nests everywhere, including the ground, bushes, and tree tops.
Sometimes they reached six feet high and four feet across! The inside of the nest is honeycombed
with chambers for the termites. Breaking open a trail reveals a stream of termites moving quickly
in both directions. They construct these from wood pulp. I would guess that this protects them from
easy predation, giving them some disguise as well as giving them an easy path to follow without
getting lost. It also allows them to forage in darkness, and they are active all day and night. The
tUllilels I broke were repaired the next morning.
In order to digest the cellulose in the wood, the termites have special protozoa in their guts
which help convert the pulp to glucose for them to feed on.

Order Lepidoptera:

Butterflies & Moths

There are over 180,000 species of Lepidoptera known in the world. They are named after
the thousands of tiny overlapping scales that cover their wings. These scales make this order the
most beautiful that I observed at BFREE. Although butterflies,usually
nigFit,this is not always the case and should not be used for identification.

fly by day and moths by
One of the best ways to

distinguish them is by the antennae. Moths usually have feathery or thread-like antennae, while
butterflies have skinny antennae with club shaped tips. In butterflies, the base of the hindwing is
expanded and strengthened, supporting and coupling with the forewing when in flight~ Moths have

bristles. (Carter, 1992: p.'ll)
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butterflies of all kinds to flit through. I often observed daintily winged brightly c'olored orange,

yellow, red, white, and black butterflies playing in the sunlight.
The denser areas of the forest were inhabited by different species of butterflies. Except for
some small orange, black, 'and yellow butterflies, most of these inhabitants of the shade were quite
large. These included the occasional blue morpho (of which I saw only about six, although at times
they can be very seasonally common (pers.comm., Marlin, 1996», and the prevalent owl butterfly.
The blue morphos have breathtaking irridescent blue wings and are prized for their aesthetic value.
There are many farms that expOli their pupae to collectors all over the world.
There were three species of owl butterfly I observed. Most of them had large nicks and
pieces out of their wings, and I never found a flawless specimen. This is probably because their
large size (they are one of the largest species of butterflies) causes them to bump into things with
their delicate wings and also makes them an easy target for birds. The more common species had
yellow on its upper wings and a grayish blue beneath. I often saw these circling each other along
the trails at all times of the day, but mostly at dusk. They also sometimes circled my headlamp at
night. Because of this, I wasn't sure if they were diurnal or nocturnal. They definitely like shaded
areas and never stay in large areas of sun. One night I found one perched upside down on the bottom
of a leaf. I carefully grabbed it by the thorax with my fingers and examined its condition. From this
experience, I sunnised that they were diurnal. Usually the owl butterflies stayed well ahead of me
on the trail and were aware of my presence. This butterfly was sl~eping. The butterflies around my
headlamp at night must have been woken up and then attracted to the light. I found out later that
they are crepuscular, meaning they are active in the day within the deep shade of the forest (Janzen,
1983: p.703). At dusk they venture into more open areas.
There was one species that I only saw once. It was a shredded specimen, arid had an odd

arrangement of bluish gray fading to black. The third species was the most beautiful. It had a
purplish blue upper wing, with creamy yellow beneath. These butterflies were much rarer than the
first species. Although (observed a few, I never managed to catch one [see appendix 4].
The best area to search for butterflies was the river. On a sunny day, scores of colorful
butterflies cruise up and down the river banks, occasionally crossing the river or stopping at flowers
to feed. I took a few unplanned baths in attempts to chase these butterflies .. Sandy beach was an
excellent place to look, as the butterflies often like to land on the sand, perhaps feeding on the
minerals and moisture. On one of my collecting trips by the river, a strong wing kicked in. The
butterflies quickly disappeared, unable to fly in the gusty winds with their delicate wings.
Moths were most commonly found at night, especially attracted to the light with the sheet.
Moths of all colors, mostly small, often roosted on the sheet and could still be found there in the
morning. The larger moths weren't usually attracted to my feeble white light, but I found a couple
nice specimens with huge eyes that reflected orange in the light, as well as a beautiful large green
moth that was dead and partially eaten by ants.
Caterpillars were commonly seen at BFREE, pmiicularly towards the end of my study,
suggesting that a few months from now, there will be an increase in butterflies (seasonality). I often
saw caterpillars on tree trunks, and also sometimes on leaves or on the ground. Occasionally I found
a pupa on a branch or a leaf. More often I saw pupae on the rafters of thatches or underneath signs.
Thes~ usually were formed from the yellow or white or orange hairs of the caterpillar.
Why Do Moths Come to Light?
I have heard many theories about why moths and other insects are attracted to lights at night.
The first theory I heard was from my biology professor who claimed that the darkest area appeared

to be next to the light. Because the light is so bright, the area around the light appears darker in
contrast than the rest of the night, so the moth flies in this direction, and then turns around to follow
the darkness again.
Another theory states that insects fly in straight lines, navigating by the parallel rays ofthe
moon. The rays cast by the artificial light are not parallel, and so as the moth attempts to fly at a
constant angle to the light source, it spirals in ever decreasing circles into the light or comes to rest
where it is equally illuminated from all sides. (Stiling, 1986: p. 53)
A similar theory states that moths use distant stars as a reference when flying from one place
to another. As before, the moth maintains a constant angle to this light to get to its destination ..
However, maintaining a constant angle to the nearby aliificiallight will cause the moth to circle into
it (Janzen, 1983: p. 620)
Another theory states that the moth is not attracted to the light in any way, but instead is
simply dazzled and disoriented by it, causing them to often fly towards them. (Carter, 1992: p.2l)
Defense
The bright colors of many butterflies usually exist to deter predators, warning them that their
meal will be poisonous. Some butterflies have developed effective carnouflage on tree trunks, but
usually this is accomplished more by moths. One small moth I observed was beautifully mottled
with green and white and brown like the lichen on a tree. Many ruoths are brown or white, blending
in with their background in the day. Often their hindwings which are exposed only when they fly
contain the flashy colors that warn off predators. This makes sense, since they would rather remain
camouflaged while dormant in the day, but need alternate protection when they are forced to fly at
night. Some of them had bright orange spots on their hindwings. One moth I observed had a dark
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puff ball at the tip of its abdomen. It wriggled this about a bit, and after being captured, ceased to
display it. It appeared to extend many thin hairs in all directions to achieve this afro. I would guess
that this is some sort of defense, making the predator think that it is something it's not.
I found a bright blue hairstreak butterfly by the river. As I approached, it took off rapidly,
but landed on a nearby bush. It hung upside down there, and engaged in a very peculiar behavior.
It had threadlike tails at the base of its lower wings. It perched with its wings closed and rubbed
these together. It gave the appearance of the head of some insect, either the antenna or the legs being
moved about. Perhaps this defense fools birds into striking at the wrong part of the butterfly or not
attacking at all. Since the tails are in the rear and this butterfly flies extremely fast, it wou~d have
time to get away.
The owl butterflies have developed a very interesting defense. They land on trees and leaves
with their wings closed, displaying large eye spots on the underside of each hind wing. It is believed
that these spots scare away predators, who perhaps think that they are the eyes of an owl perched on
the tree.
Caterpillars also possess some impressive defenses. Many are brightly colored and wear long
poisonous bristles all over their body which give a nasty skin irritation to people and probably a very
sore stomach to birds. Some blend in well on the trunk they are foraging on for lichen or mosses.
I saw some off-white caterpillars that clustered themselves in tight circles in different spots all over
a tree trunk. They remarkably resembled the light colored lichen spots that also adorned the tree.
Under this disguise, they could slowly move around and feed in peace.
I also saw on a few occasions, tight trails of light brown caterpillars leading down the tree
trunk. The trail was all moving very slowly in one direction, and all the caterpillars' would follow

,

of plant, and I often saw these plants completely ravaged by caterpillars. Some caterpillars also feed

each other in the tree tops for a whi.le, before landing on a leaf very high above the ground. One
butterfly positioned itself below the other. Despite the disturbance I was causing to try and make
them fly down for a closer' observation, they remained unfazed. I also observed butterflies circling
each other in the air, but I'm not sure if this is necessarily a part of mating or perhaps a territorial
display. Sometimes I even encountered groups of about fifteen butterflies of different colors circling
each other.

A few of the insects I observed, I could not plate with the other orders, but since I found
them so interesting, I will briefly mention them here,
The trashbug as I have termed it, is a curious insect that I observed several times in the
kitchen.

This tiny critter has front mandibles and plodded slowly around with a large mound of

garbage on its back. The insect can't even be seen beneath the filth until it is flipped over. The back
has many thin hairs coming out of each side that curve around and angle up to form a basket. This
basket was filled with small pieces of lint and debris, I shifted the trash a bit, and it couldn't walk
straight, having lost its balance. It took a few moments to readjust its load, and then ambled merrily
on. An incredible disguise!
The ant lion is a member of order Neuroptera, the net-vetned insects. The adult resembles
a dragonfly. The larval form is a voracious predator. They make the loose dirt around the kitchen
and other areas at BFREE look like swiss cheese. I observed these fascinating insects for a while
at meals.

Ants wander into the conical pits dug by these insects. As they try to climb out, the

antlion flicks dirt up around the edges and the avalanche makes the ant fall back
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the bottom.

Finally the antlion closes its mand.ibles on the ant and feasts. I dug a few out with a spoon. They
look strange, with soft bodies and large mandibles.
I observed a very strange species of spider that I was convinced was an insect. This spider
had an elongated second pair of legs. It extended these up in front of it, exactly like the antennae
of an insect. I eventually found many of these solitary spiders sitting on leaves with their peculiar
legs raised. Perhaps this is a mimicry that fools certain insects into coming too close.

Collecting in the Bush
I was warned that the rain forest is a harsh place, not meant to be inhabited by humans, I was
confident that I could handle it, and I was 'right, although it definitely became trying at times.
The heat and humidity is the first thing you notice in the rain forest. While I was there, the
weather was not so hot, and t~ings were beginning to cool down. The humidity is still intense and
I needed to drink a lot of water to replace what I sweated off while 'hiking. The long clothes don't
help with the heat, but they must be worn to protect against bugs and thorns.
It is not uncommon to be caught in a powerful tropical storm while collecting deep in the
bush. The rain can come so quickly and unexpectedly that the trails instantly become rivers. It did
not take long for my camera to break in the water and humidity of the forest, ruining many splendid
photographs. I was also caught once in a huge wind storm, which ,brought small branches and leaves
crashing all about me. I heard trees falling in the distance. I hurried back to camp, and on the way,
I narrowly escaped a thirty foot cohune branch that was ripped off the tree behind me.
A machete must be carried at all times to hack through the thick vegetation. There are many
vines with thorns that manage to grab and slice, and often pulled my hair out. I also drew back

,

towards the cage. One time an animal stalked alongside me as I walked back from collecting at

·

Overall, hiking in the bush is a blast, and if you don't mind tramping through puddles and

I had to do just pim1ing, and it cut into my collecting time. It is also easier to pin the insects before

The most am10ying part of pinning the insects is one that can easily be avoided if someone
,

though no one was around.
The transport of the insects was a tricky and scary operation. I pinned them carefully in tight
groups in styrofoam plates in tupperware containers. I tied all the containers in two piles and carried
them by the top of the string [see photograph]. There was no other way to hike the six miles out to
the road without breaking them. The walk was slow, and as I slowly inched along the slippery
narrow underwater muddy ruts that separated two deep puddles, my mind raced with fear and
memories of the long hours spent on these bugs that could all be destroyed in a second.
Occasionally the tupperware caught on a branch and swung backward, and a couple times I lost my
balance and barely caught myself, holding the insects in front of me like gold. After making it to
the road, my arms were tired from the hike and my shoulders were sore from my heavy pack. The
long drive back up north with the insects was as punishing as the hike. The containers jiggled and
shook at every bump and pothole, and if you've seen the roads in Belize, you know what I mean.
I clutched them tightly in my lap, trying to absorb the shock from the road with my body. They were
my babies. Luckily, the insects did make it back without too many casualties.
I was also frustrated when I missed catching certain spectacular insects and also never found
many of the insects I was searching for. This is something to be prepared for, and I finally just
accepted it.
I reached a point early in my project when I lost all enth}lsiasm to continue collecting and
killtng the insects. I was questioning how useful the collection could actually be. I was an amateur
entomologist, having never made a collection before.

I was a college student without a solid

research bac_kground. My project was Sh011,and what possible value could the end result really
have? I didn't feel as though it could actually be useful as scientific information

ecause of my

,

Seasonality of insects in the rain forest is a huge issue, and one that I will not be able to
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knew from talking to the director of BFREE that certain insects could be common in the area.
Insects that have been commonly found at BFREE in the past but that I either observed occasionally
or not at all, included cicadas, rhinoceros beetles, peanut head bugs, blue morphos, white wasps and
horseflies. There are also times that entire orders of insects are much more abundant, such as beetles
or butterflies. From the abundance of caterpillars at the end of my study, it seems butterflies will
dominate in a few months.
My time at BFREE was spent during the worst mosquito months of the year. By keeping a
record of mosquitos and also temperature and rainfall, I noticed slight trends in abundance [see
appendix 1]. Although this was hard to predict, periods of increased rain seemed to bring mosquitos
out in greater force (which makes sense since the larvae live in water). But since the life cycle of
mosquito larva is not instantaneous, I could not accurately predict exactly how long after heavy rain
it would take for the mosquitos to emerge. It would seem that the advent of water with heavy rain
would increase the feeding of the female mosquitos so that they call use the protein to make more
eggs and take proper advantage of the new breeding grounds. This was supported by my data and
is demonstrated in appendix 1. A more immediate change seemed to be effected by cold weather.
A couple particularly cold nights were a blessing, as they seriously reduced the mosquito abundance
the next day (but it didn't take long for them to bounce back!).
I also observed that specific insects, and sometimes specific families of insects seemed to be
mote prevalent on specific nights. For two or three nights in a row, I would observe either a steady
abundance of grasshoppers, or beetles, or stick insects. There were also specific species that I had
never observed that would suddenly appear for a few nights in abundance and then disappear again.
The green stink bugs did this, as well as a few species of beetle and true bugs.
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There are so many factors affecting seasonality that this would have been an entire project
in itself. These include topics associated with rainy and dry season such as changes in soil moisture,
flooding, windiness,

wind direction, rain duration and intensity, cloudiness,

fluctuation

in

temperature, average temperature, abundance and quality of carnivore prey and plant parts and
species, vegetation shadiness, humidity, and other environmental traits (Janzen, 1983: p.623).
These factors affect insect dormancy, breeding, migration, local movements and other things, all of
which affect insect populations.

The combination and intertwining of all these factors make

seasonality a very difficult subject to decipher.
Seasonality is deEnitely an important subject to study at BFREE. It should be given long
term attention. Since it is so affected by environmental changes and many other external conditions,
it is very useful to study, especially in light of the disturbance caused by the development ofBFREE
as well as the pollution and other environmental changes that are taking place on our planet.

My entomological project at BFREE was a great success. Not only did I achieve what I had
set out to do, but I gained incredible experience in the field. This is the kind of work I would like
to do for the rest of my life. I would like to work as a tropical research field biologist, and this
experience taught me a lot about the jungle and about collecting.
The behaviors and observations I made of insects were numerous and fascinating. It was fun
to form my own hypotheses about what I was observing and a valuable lesson in my thinking and
approach to animal behavior, a subject I am deeply interested in. I have immense respect for insects,
as well as all other animals.

Their social behavior and complex symbiotic relationships are

admirable. I know many people that would do well to treat ants as their role model. They have a
strong work ethic and remarkable conununication and cooperation.
The need for field biologists is strong. Baseline data is especially important as we face so
many environmental problems, such as pollution and deforestation. This data is necessary to provide
hard backup evidence to support demands for political conservational action.
I compiled a large collection of insects from the BFREE area. I spent a lot of time preparing
these insects and making them look nice. I am very pleased that this information will be useful
scientifically. The baseline data is good for BFREE to have. It is something that can be referred to
at any time in the future as development at BFREE continues ;md possible ethical questions or
questions of the surrounding environmental impact of B'FREE arise.
I admire the efforts and goals of BFREE very much. There is a fine line to draw between
protecting natural rain forest and allowing people to live and learn in it at the same time. The
protection of the forest is necessitated by teaching people more about it and making people aware.

~

justice. Without the right equipment, I missed large chunks of the insect populations.

A blacklight

by whoever is living there. This is an important topic in the long run as it relates to environmental
changes and the impacts of people on the rain forest.
If my study had been longer, my collection could have been much broader, and the baseline
data would have been much more helpful. As well as serving as this baseline data for BFREE, I
hope the collection will be housed at BFREE in a place where every visitor can look at them with
fascination. I am excited for young people to share the interest I have in the diversity and uniqueness
of insects, and more generally, in nature. I encourage any naturalist (young or old) to draw what
they see in nature. It is a rewarding and relaxing experience that I enjoyed thoroughly. I hope that
in some small way, perhaps even unconsciously, I can affect some people and be a tiny part of their
influence that leads to a sincere love of the natural environment. The natural world is a beautiful
thing that deserves and needs conservation.
over the world and optimistic for the future.

I am excited to see organizations such as BFREE all
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Appendix 1
Date
Temperature
(7am, 12pm, 9pm)
10-27
10-28
10-29
10-30
10-31
11-01
11-02
11-03
11-04
11-05
11-06
11-07
11-08
7,72,68
11-09
11-10
66, 75, 70
66, 75, 70
11-11
11-12
68, 72, 70
68,7,7
11-13
11-14
7, 75, 72
72, 79, 74
11-15
11-16
69,81,78
11-17
72, 79, 74
11-18
73, ?, ?
11-19
73, 79, 77
11-20
68, 78, 71
11-21
66,7, 73
72,80,72
11-22
11-23
68, 76, 72
11-24
69, 78, ?

Rainfall
(mm)
trace
0
14
trace
10
12
11
23
23
18
0
0
0
7
0
0
trace
13
10

Weather Conditions

sunny & clear
smmy & clear
sunny & clear, night rain
sunny & clear
overcast, wind, drizzle
overcast, on and off rain
paIily sunny

50
16
10
0
0
0
0
0

sunny & clear
sunny & clear
mostly sunny
sunny & clear
sunny & clear
sunny & clear

Mosquitos

very bad
very bad
bad
very bad
wicked
wicked
wicked
ve
evil
wicked
very bad
wicked
very bad
bad
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